beauty

Get a
leg up

We’re used to doing two
(or more) things at once.
So grab one of these
timesaving new hair
removers: They can all be
used while you shower.

ALICIA KEYS

is rarely out and
about sans aviators,
a go-with-all classic.

With her effortless
edgy-classy vibe,
this mom is on fire.

Brighten Up Aviators ($13; shoplately
.com) bareMinerals Marvelous Moxie Lipgloss in Show Off ($18; bareminerals.com)

Fantas Eyes Sunglasses ($13; Target)
L’Oréal Paris Colour Riche leGloss in
Watermelon Crush ($8; drugstores)
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Look LipSmackin’ Good
is

or less

Face the day like a star with our matchups: You
just need to pay lip service and be a little shady.

MIRANDA
KERR, with

EOS Evolution of
Smooth Pomegranate
Raspberry Shave Cream
($4; Walmart) leaves
gams soft for 24 hours
after you shave.
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The water-safe
Remington Bikini
Trimmer ($20; Target)
exfoliates to prevent razor
burn and ingrown hairs.
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Get a thick lather
with VHD Women’s
Shower & Shave Dual
Action Bar Soap. ($5;
walmart.com)
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Nair Brazilian Spa
Clay Body Cream
($10; drugstores) works
while you shampoo.

son Flynn,
struts street
style that’s
polished yet
laid-back.
Cola sunglasses ($12;
modcloth
.com) Avon
Shine
Attract
Lipstick in
Exhale ($9;
avon.com)

NICOLE RICHIE
Whether boho or
full-on elegant, she
never slacks on style.

always manages to
nail sporty-chic, even
on fast coffee runs.

JESSICA ALBA

AMI Clubwear sunglasses ($14; amiclub
wear.com) Hard Candy Lip Def Liquid
Lip Color in Bashful ($6; Walmart)

LC Lauren Conrad sunglasses ($17;
kohls.com) Pacifica Color Quench Mineral Lip Tint in Guava Berry ($7; Target)

Sunglasses and lipsticks: Jarvis oxley
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